JESUS AS A PAGAN
Because of centuries of published garbage about pagans, witches and the like, it shocks people
when Jesus is referred to as a Pagan, but let us look at facts and see the logical truth. Jesus
certainly wasn’t Christian, for the Christian religion and the ensuing church had yet to be
established.
Although he was a Jew, Jesus belonged to a group called the Essenes. For years the truth was
hidden about this group, and indeed the facts right to this day are still being denied by the
established churches. Only the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Nag Hamadi Texts verify the facts as
they were.
The plain ordinary truth about the Essenes, is that they were the Jewish branch of the Druids that
existed in England. All the rubbish and tripe about them being a male only sect was once again
twaddle, for Mary the Virgin Mother as well as Joseph was also a member of this group. The
Druids have been one of the most maligned groups throughout history, being accused of just
about everything nasty that could be thought of. To this day they are always being broadcast as
sacrificing children and others upon the so called altar stones at Stonehenge. I find this very
strange as the Druids were so respectful of all existing life that they were vegetarians in their
diet. The Essenes (Druids) were very strict and moral in their ways and were very learned
people. After years of bagging the Druids as savage pagans, the church saves face by hiding the
facts from the populace that Jesus studied with the English Druids from the age of twelve. You
will notice that there is no reference in the Bible of Jesus after twelve until he was thirty --why???
The simple fact is that he was studying under the tutelage of the Arch Mage (the Druids
archbishop) where he learned much about healing, astrology, and countless other subjects. The
Arch Mage was very well known to Joseph of Arimithea who was the uncle of Jesus. Joseph
used to trade with the Druids for tin from the English tin mines and it was on one of his business
trips that Joseph took his nephew Jesus to England.
The Arch Mage recognised that Jesus was special and to be the coming holder of the Christ
office on earth and so proceeded to teach him all he knew. The Arch Mage was indeed one of
the most learned people on the face of the earth at the time, but because he was a so called
“pagan”, the church automatically records him to be every thing vile imaginable. It makes me
realize how little people have changed over the centuries, for still we of humanity are only too
ready to accept the nasty rumours about anyone, rather than look for any good points in their
personality.
It was with the blessing and much assistance from these Druids that Joseph of Arimithea was
able to start what was to become the original Anglican Church in Glastonbury England.
The Christian church still does not wish Jesus to be known as fraternising with pagans, because
over the years the Christian church have denounced them with every accusation and fantasy they
could think of. Sadly most of these stories are still believed by the majority of the populace to
this day, in fact they are even embellished upon with sometimes brilliant, even if nasty pieces of
imagined lunacy.
In spite of all the rubbish put out about pagans by all the churches over the years, the truth is now
rearing its head and much embarrassment will be caused. Truth can never be suppressed
permanently, and it is now starting to win out thanks to the discovery of things like the Nag
Hamadi texts.
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